Light Foil, 1993
instance consists of innumerable blue glass marbles placed in each of the small indentations that demarcate the structural pattern of the building in its atrium area, an ethereal wire and transparent plexiglass screen hanging between the lobby and the gallery, a grid of blue-mirrored plexiglass circles applied to the gallery windows, and hanging cords and plexiglass that join the atrium's floor to the balconies at three of the building's essential points of structural support. The artist frequently cultivates an effect which the art critic David Pagel has identified as emphasizing the viewer's peripheral vision: "...her out-of-focus yet deliberate arrangement refuses the notion of dominance altogether, instead creating an environment whose powerfully tranquil effect seems to be defined by everything except that which one is currently examining."³

Among the qualities of the museum building to which Light Foil is directly addressed are its approximation of a theatrical space and its dominating spiral form. Roush-Hudson alludes to elements of theater especially in the large hanging screen, which suggests either a scrim or a backdrop, depending on whether it is viewed from the lobby or the upper balconies. Leaving the floor of the gallery uncluttered with objects, Roush-Hudson opens the gallery to the entrance and participation of spectator/actors, who become primary physical elements when the work is viewed from afar.

Reading the museum's spiral design as signifying a particular ideology of history, that is, a Hegelian notion of dialectical progress, Roush-Hudson has sought to "bracket" this conception by creating a powerful alternative experience emphasizing stasis and dispersion. "Mario Ciampi, the museum's architect," recalled Roush-Hudson in a recent interview, "mentioned that in the museum you always see back to where you've just been. I think that's profoundly true. That pinpoints exactly what I've been trying to do. For me, its about turning back and looking at the building and having it become a profound object."³

Concerning her characteristic use of the color blue, Roush-Hudson has said, "Blue always means a kind of vastness or infinity, and for me it also has a relationship to sky and space and to an idea about where light comes from. In Goethe's theory of colors, blue was the first color away from darkness. When light was allowed into darkness the first color you had was blue. I thought that was very beautiful. I also see blue as instability. It's always deferring to something. My pieces all are so interconnected in the way they're structured and the way they fit within the space, that it feels that there's a glancing off from one thing to another. I see it as becoming a kind of transparent skin that encompasses the space."³

Roush-Hudson has spoken of "feminizing" the rather brutal, concrete forms of the museum's architecture. Her solution to this problem consists less in introducing conventionally "feminine" forms, materials, or colors, than in simply cultivating in the viewer a different kind of attention to the space itself. Rather than seeing the museum as a humbling pedestal for great works, Roush-Hudson suggests "a filled emptiness...a kind of female dispersion" in which the viewers as well as the art works coexist in a state of quiet reverie.⁴

Linda Roush-Hudson received an M.F.A. from the Art Center School of Design, Pasadena, in 1989. She currently lives and works in Los Angeles.
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